
CONCEPT OF HOMEOSTASIS ESSAY

The actual word homeostasis means â€œsteady stateâ€•. Homeostasis describes how the body regulates its process to
keep its internal conditions as stable as.

Measurement of the plasma osmolality to give an indication of the water content of the body, relies on the fact
that water losses from the body, through unavoidable water loss through the skin which is not entirely
waterproof and therefore always slightly moist, water vapor in the exhaled air , sweating , vomiting , normal
feces and especially diarrhea are all hypotonic , meaning that they are less salty than the body fluids compare,
for instance, the taste of saliva with that of tears. McGraw-Hill How does the body maintain homeostatic
balance? Here it causes the reabsorption of sodium ions from the renal tubular fluid , in exchange for
potassium ions which are secreted from the blood plasma into the tubular fluid to exit the body via the urine.
Heat from muscles then moves to the blood which circulates throughout the body which makes temperature
rise. Homeostasis is the property of a system where the variable which could be a substance or temperature, is
active and regulated to always remain constant. Any type of essay. This ensures the survival and functioning
of cells, organs and tissues. This term is used in psychology and means having balanced body or life.
Kauffman teaches us that there are two types of open thermodynamic systems: 1. The same thing would
happen if your body was exposed to extreme heat for any long periods of time. It then signals the circulatory
system to start vasoconstriction to keep more body heat in diagram 7. When she was discharged from the
hospital she had been successfully treated as her blood glucose level stood at 7 and there was no ketones found
in her urine. Regulating the internal environment of a human is achieved by negative feedback; this is a
constant process. How your body responded to food you ate before your workout how. In order to maintain a
constant internal environment, organisms require mechanisms for maintaining internal stability in spite of
intrinsic or extrinsic changes. It is predicted that burrowing and the addition of feathers will both help
maintain homeostasis through thermoregulation. If homeostasis were to cease and the human body drop or rise
in temperature, the vital organs crucial to for humans to survive would be severely damaged. It tries to
maintain the environmental changes, and a condition of balance or equilibrium within its internal environment.
This regulation occurs inside a defined environment. This command will correct the change, by telling the
sweat glands to decrease the body temperature level by sweating. It is important for us to know what
homeostasis is because, we all need balance in our lives. When it is releasedand reaches the kidneys it makes
them reabsorb water and sodium so less is lost in urine and blood volume is raised. If homeostasis is
successful then there is life and is it is not successful then there death comes in. The organs that help maintain
homeostasis are the liver, the kidneys, and the brain through hypothalamus, the autonomic nervous system and
the endocrine system. The body receives oxygen from the lungs and transmits it to your muscles through your
bloodstream. Saliva does not taste salty, whereas tears are decidedly salty. Homeostasis is the process of
keeping everything constant. Hypothermia is when your body temperature drops beyond below the standard
temperature needed for your body to function accurately without any inner body catastrophes. However, since
the kidneys cannot generate water, the thirst reflex is the all-important second effector mechanism of the body
water homeostat, correcting any water deficit in the body. The main function of the liver is to metabolize toxic
substance as well as stabilising carbohydrate metabolism.


